Weapon System Applications

**Weapon Systems**
- Position sensor
- Position sensor assemblies
- Potentiometer
- Proximity sensor
- Resolver
- Sealed switch
- Speed sensor
- Thermostat

**Operator Controls**
- Key switch
- Shifter
- Temperature sensor
- Toggle switch
- Turn signal control

**Power Supply**
- Speed sensor
- Temperature probe
- Thermostat

**Fuel System**
- Pressure sensor
- Temperature sensor

**Engine and Transmission**
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch
- Speed sensor
- Temperature probe
- Thermostat

**Cabin**
- Basic switch
- Gas sensor
- Particle sensor
- Temperature sensor

**Weapon Systems**
- Position sensor
- Position sensor assemblies
- Potentiometer
- Proximity sensor
- Resolver
- Sealed switch
- Speed sensor
- Thermostat

**Brake System**
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch

**Wheels and Suspension**
- Inertial measurement unit
- Speed sensor

**Doors**
- Position sensor assemblies
- Proximity sensor
- Sealed switch

**Launcher Control**
- Toggle switch

**Hydraulic Systems**
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch
- Temperature probe

---

Learn more!

Click on the links below to review the highlighted Series.

- Basic switch
- Gas sensor
- Inertial measurement unit
- Key switch
- Particle sensor
- Position sensor
- Position sensor assemblies
- Potentiometer
- Pressure sensor
- Pressure switch
- Proximity sensor
- Resolver
- Sealed switch
- Shifter
- Speed sensor
- Temperature probe
- Temperature sensor
- Thermostat
- Toggle switch
- Turn signal control

For more information
Honeywell Sensing and Internet of Things services its customers through a worldwide network of sales offices and distributors. For application assistance, current specifications, pricing or the nearest Authorized Distributor, visit sensing.honeywell.com or call:

- Asia Pacific: +65 6355-2828
- Europe: +44 1698 481481
- USA/Canada: +1-800-537-6945